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Putlocker is no longer operational, but the websites like Putlocker are here to quench your thirst for the best
entertainment.

Back in 2011, Putlocker took the world by storm with free media streaming. It allowed ardent binge-watchers to stream
their favorite shows and television series without burning a hole in their pockets. However, various legal issues leading to
Putlocker’s shutdown brought utter disappointment to many users across the globe. Some users found the best
Putlocker alternatives for undisrupted entertainment, whereas several others are still looking for them.

Are you also one of those users searching for Putlocker alternative sites to get their free daily dose of entertainment? If
yes, this article will be your favorite read for the day.

Through this write-up, we bring you the best sites similar to Putlocker (perhaps, even better than it), curated after diving
deep into the world of streaming sites. Let us begin with them without further ado.

Use NordVPN for Unlimited Streaming of Geo-Restricted Content Worldwide (Recommended) 

Want to unblock geo-restricted streaming sites (Netflix, Amazon Prime, Disney+, etc.) to binge-watch your favorite
shows online? Then, get NordVPN now and enjoy exploring the internet without any borders! This globally renowned
virtual private network service provider not only lets you enjoy your favorite content away from home but also helps

protect your data, encrypt internet connection, mask IP address, block annoying ads, etc.

What’s more? You can try the user-friendly NordVPN application on all major operating systems: Windows, macOS,
Linux, Android, iOS, Android TV, Chrome, Firefox, and other platforms.
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Summing Up the Best Putlocker Alternatives

Top 16 Best Putlocker Alternatives in 2023 (Free)
Below is a list that shares the best new websites like Putlocker, which are just the perfect alternative to it.

1. Tubi

To be honest, we think Tubi deserves the top spot on our list of the best Putlocker alternatives. It lets you watch your
favorite shows and movies without even creating an account on the website. Moreover, it is a VPN-friendly streaming
service compatible with VPNs (with split tunneling).

Furthermore, a gigantic collection of movies and shows is another factor justifying Tubi’s position as the best free
alternative to Putlocker. You can click the link below to explore the world of anime, Indian films, action movies,
documentaries, and much more.

Visit Now

Also Read: Best Free Movie Download Sites
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2. 123Movies

Let us now take a look at 123Movies. We have a lot to share and like about this one of the best Putlocker’s alternative
sites, such as a user-friendly interface and an enormous collection of shows and movies.

Moreover, it neatly categorizes the movie and shows the catalog in sections based on criteria like date added, most
viewed, and year of release. The cherry on top is that it also recommends movies and shows you can watch without
registering on the website.

Visit Now

3. Popcornflix

It is now time to grab your popcorn bags and kill time binge-watching fascinating movies from a wide range of genres
on Popcornflix. You can watch a wide variety of classic movies to the latest videos without even registering on
Popcornflix, making it one of the best Putlocker alternatives in 2023.

Moreover, another thing we like about Popcornflix is its easy-to-navigate interface. It categorizes the content according
to genre and year, making it easier to find your favorite movie.

Visit Now

Also Read: Best Free Music Download Sites (To Get 100% Legal mp3 Music)
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4. Megashare

Are you looking for the best sites like Putlocker to watch movies and shows with subtitles? If yes, you can try Megashare.
In addition to an extensive collection of subbed and non-subbed shows/movies, it is well-known for its most convenient
and straightforward interface, making it easier for you to find the content you want to watch.

Furthermore, it also allows you to watch movies of varying quality depending on your internet speed. Hence, you can
check Megashare through the following link.

Visit Now

5. Popcorn Time

After Megashare, we have Popcorn Time as the fifth-best Putlocker alternative site. It has a massive library of TV shows
and movies to keep you occupied the whole day. In addition to watching movies or shows, you can also download them
to watch later at your pace.

Moreover, the neat categorization of the catalog in categories like newly added, upcoming movies, etc., contributes to
bringing Popcorn Time to the list of the best sites just like that of Putlocker.

Visit Now

6. SolarMovies

https://megashare-website.com/
https://popcorn-time.ch/


SolarMovies is yet another Putlocker alternative to watching free movies and shows. It is best known for its massive and
highly up-to-date collection of media content you can spend your time watching.

In addition to the huge catalog, what we liked about SolarMovies is its fast-to-stream and clean interface. Furthermore,
its interface is highly responsive, making it one of the best websites like Putlocker. However, you can also check
SolarMovies alternatives if you do not like this streaming service for any reason.

Visit Now 

Also Read: Best Free Sports Streaming Sites

7. Fmovies

We have Fmovies at the seventh spot on our list of the best sites similar to Putlocker. The most likable thing about
Fmovies is its modern and sleek interface. It makes navigation across various genres and categories a seamless
process. Moreover, using the best VPN with Fmovies can further elevate your streaming experience.

Visit Now
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8. Yesmovies

Next, we have Yesmovies to take this post dedicated to the best Putlocker movies alternatives forward. Offering 9000+
documentaries, TV series, and free HD movies, Yesmovies is among the top places to satisfy your entertainment needs.

Moreover, this favorite website of binge-watchers categorizes the available collection of movies and shows in clean
sections, such as country, genre, top IMDB, and TV Series for easy navigation.

Visit Now

9. GoMovies

GoMovies can be your go-to Putlocker alternative in 2023 for its clutter-free design with a highly useful lookup function,
allowing you to find all your favorite shows and movies effortlessly. Moreover, you can sort the content based on filters
like IMDB rating, most viewed, and trending. Furthermore, there is a nighttime mode that changes the design to a dark
color so that you have a pleasing streaming experience at night.

Visit Now

Also Read: Best KissAnime Alternatives
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10. Movie4u

The tenth spot on the list of 2022 and 2023’s best new sites like Putlocker goes to Movie4u. It lets you watch movies and
shows from various periods and genres. Moreover, the interface of this website is quite simple and easy to navigate. You
can simply check the genre-wise/year-wise content list on the homepage or search for the movie you want to watch
via the search bar option. Below is the link to access Movie4u.

Visit Now

11. Rainierland

Though not one of the cleanest streaming websites on this list, Rainierland is among the best Putlocker’s alternative sites
in 2023. It offers top-notch content, both in excellence and quantity. Moreover, it features popular movies on the website
so that you can catch up with them effortlessly.

On Rainierland, you can find a wide variety of the latest and most popular shows with additional information like the
actor’s name. Furthermore, the website also lets you view movie trailers.

Visit Now

https://movies4u.co/
https://www1.rainierland.to/


12. FilmRise

FilmRise emerged as 22’s best Pulockers alternatives and continues to be so in 2023. Here, you can find well-categorized
movies and TV shows. Some top categories include new releases, classics, documentaries, reality, etc.

In addition to a neat and enormous collection of shows and movies, Film Rise offers an option to filter and sort the
available content according to your needs for a seamless experience.

Visit Now 

Also Read: Best Flixtor Alternatives

13. AZMovies

AZMovies is yet another best free Putlocker alternative in 2023. Besides letting you watch shows and movies in excellent
HD quality, AZMovies offers a substitute link for all videos.

Hence, if a link does not work, you can use the substitute link to watch a show or movie. Moreover, no need to create an
account also contributes to the reasons we like AZMovies.

Visit Now

https://filmrise.com/
https://www.techpout.com/best-flixtor-alternatives/
https://azm.to/


14. Los Movies

Let us now take a look at another wonderful alternative to Putlocker, i.e., Los Movies. It boasts a tremendous selection of
movies and shows in genres like action, comedy, romance, and a lot more. Moreover, it has a decent collection of
subbed and trending movies as well. Furthermore, you can search for your favorite content by date, rating, and other
filters.

Visit Now

15. MoviesJoy

Let us conclude the best websites like Putlocker with MoviesJoy. It can be a perfect choice if you are looking for US
content, it has an extensive selection of US content. Moreover, the content here is updated frequently, and you can
search for your favorite names by entering the keywords in the bar on the homepage.

Visit Now

https://losmovies.live/
https://www1.moviesjoy.net/


16. Watch Online Series- JustWatch

The next Putlocker alternative that you can try in 2023 to watch the series for free is Watch Online Series – JustWatch.
The platform has a wide variety of titles from different genres and demographics. From the oldest titles to the most
recent ones, you will get anything and everything you need on a single platform with JustWatch.

Visit Now

Also Read: Best Free Vumoo Alternatives

Summing Up the Best Putlocker Alternatives
This article highlighted the best Putlockers alternative sites to watch free shows and movies. You can go through all
these sites to find the content you like the most.

Moreover, if you feel some other Putlocker movies alternative should also feature on the above list or have any questions
about this article, please write us a comment.
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Rajdip
October 23, 2019 AT 3:54 pm
Thank you, Prachi, for posting this good informative article about Putlocker Alternative Sites. I like to watch
movies and series online and these are the best sites. I like these sites and here I can get everything that I want
to watch. I like the way of your explanation and its easy to understand with simple words and steps. 123Netflix
also provides good content of movies and series and its also free to watch online. please post more articles like
this and thanks again for providing this article.
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Prachi Dani
October 24, 2019 AT 2:39 pm
Thanks Rajdip for your comment, Hope you liked this article. For more tech news, updates and blogs
subscribe to our blog.

Reply

Niharika
Niharika is a passionate soul who finds immense satisfaction in putting all her thoughts in writing. Being a technology
enthusiast, she loves learning new things about tech and making everyone technologically literate through her
articles. When not composing tech articles, you can find her bringing characters to life in her fictional stories, reading
something intriguing, or spending time with her near and dear ones.
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Kumar vikas
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Nice information
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Best blog for Putlocker Alternatives. Really helpful information for me. I really appreciate your blog. Keep it up!!
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November 7, 2019 AT 8:50 pm
This page really has all the information and facts I wanted about this subject.
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Ankit
November 9, 2019 AT 4:48 pm
I really like this article, but I have a question can I get the movie downloading website that doesn’t show any
irritating pops ads. Because all of them use pop ads and that’s really irritating.

Reply

Prachi Dani
November 18, 2019 AT 11:42 am
Thanks, Ankit for your comment. If you want the movie downloading website then I have written a blog on
our website in which you can easily find the best movie download website.
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Tinku
November 16, 2019 AT 10:59 pm
Best Putlocker collection
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Fannie Jewett
November 25, 2019 AT 9:49 am
The contents existing at this web page are genuinely awesome for people experience, well, keep up the nice work
fellows.
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Sky Ab
December 30, 2019 AT 1:39 pm
Thank You for providing the best list of Putlocker sites.
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Kubernos
February 7, 2020 AT 11:38 am
The information shared is really helpful to get to know about various facts and the information shared is rich in
content. Looking forward for more informative blogs.
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Nice Information Brother.
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Tech Bob
May 7, 2020 AT 6:25 pm
The information shared is really helpful to get to know about various facts and the information shared is rich in
content. Looking forward for more informative blogs.
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Michael Wilmer
June 10, 2020 AT 1:56 am
Appreciate the recommendation. Let me try it out.
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It’s really a nice and useful piece of info. I’m satisfied that you just shared this useful info with us. Please stay us
up to date like this. Thanks for sharing.
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Chasekintore
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Pretty! This has been a really wonderful article. Many thanks for supplying these details.
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Janetmello
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Great post. I was checking constantly this blog and I’m impressed! Extremely useful info specifically the last part.
I was seeking this certain info for a very long time. Thank you and good luck.
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Shellie
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Way cool! Some very valid points! I appreciate you writing this write-up plus the rest of the site is extremely good.
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Generally, I do not learn post on blogs, however, I would like to say that this write-up very pressured me to check
out and do it! Your writing taste has been surprised me. Thanks, very nice article.
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Rotermund
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I am really impressed together with your writing talents and also with the structure of your weblog. Anyway stay
up the excellent quality writing, it is rare to peer a nice blog like this one today.
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Thanks for finally talking about the Putlocker a Free Movie Streaming Sites. I really liked it!
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